
Subject: Re: CHEATER ALERT JackSpAd1
Posted by Lijitsu on Tue, 18 Apr 2006 14:49:31 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

mrpirate wrote on Tue, 18 April 2006 08:01First of all, let me say that it pains me to be defending
Goztow.

Now down to business. Goztow's first language is not English. He has, however, evidently put a
lot of time into learning it, since he speaks it as well as almost anyone else on this forum. If he
makes an occasional mistake, it is not the end of the world. It's not as though you can't
understand what he is trying to say. After all, English is one of the hardest languages to learn.
Perhaps those of us without a vendetta against him (i.e. if you are not DJM) could give him a
break.

P.S. It's "references," hypocrite.
I can understand that.

I know his first language isn't English, though what it is I still can't figure out, since he said it wasn't
Russian like I thought. I also know how difficult it is to learn, you can tell I have difficulty spelling
sentance, sentence wtf ever, and words that sound like they have an a in them, but don't. And
nobody ever said it was the end of the world. Even DJM understands this. 
True, we can understand him quite well, unlike 90% of everyone else who frequants forums, and
really DJM doesn't have a vendetta against him, to my knowledge, he's just turned into a
mini-AircraftKiller, correcting everyone's spelling and/or grammar mistakes. More often then not,
it's the your/you're correction he does.
Though I will admit I've seen him lash out at Goztow for no apperant reason, you yourself have to
admit that Goztow is a jackass alot of the time, even if he doesn't know it.

Arg, a friend of mine is pressuring me to play Halo, I'll have to cut this short.

P.S. Spellchecker. :p

Edit: How did I even get into this arguement, and how did it shift from a cheater to English?
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